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Let F be a Riemann surface spread over the w-plane. T. Rad51)
called F prolongable, if we can map F on a proper part o of another
Riemann surface spread over the z-plane and non-prolongable, if
otherwise. A closed Riemann surface is evidently non-prolongable,
but Radb proved that there exists an open non-prolongable Riemann
surface by an example of a Riemann surface, which consists of two
sheets, whose branch points lie at points w--n (n 0, +/- 1, +/- 2,...). We
will give a class of open non-prolongable Riemann surfaces, which
contains the above Radb’s example as a special case.

Theorem. Let F be a Riemann surface spread ever the w-plane,
which consists of n sheets and whose every boundary point is a cluster
point of branch points and such that the set E of profections of
boundary points of F on the w-plane is a closed set of capaci.tyz) zero.
Then F is non-prolongable.

Proof. Suppose that F is prolongable and that we can map F
by w=f(z) on a proper part o of another Riemann surface spread
over the z-plane. Then there exists an inner point z0 of , which is
a boundary point of . We may assume that zo is not a branch

point of , since otherwise, we can map by (z-zo) on another
Riemann surface, such that zo corresponds to an inner )oint differing
from the branch point.

From the definition of E, there exists at least one boundary point
of F above any point P of E, but there may exist inner points of F
above P.

We take off all points from 0, which are the images .of inner
points of F lying above .E and the remaining part of be denoted
by . We take so small that all points of a disc: Z-Zol are
inner points of differing from branch points.

Let 0(), () be the part of 0, inside a circle C: Z-Zo
o and e0(p), e(p) be the sets of boundary points of (), () inside
C respectively.

Since cap.E--0, we see that e(p) differs from Co(p) only by a set
of capacity zero. Now in (p), f(z) does not take values belonging
to E and since F consists of only n sheets, if z tends to e(), then
w=f(z) has cluster points belonging to E. Hence by a lemmaa proved
before, we have cap. e(#) 0 and hence cap. Co(p) O. w f(z) is one-
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valued and meromorphic in the neighbourhood of (p) and since every
oint of E is a clusr point of branch points of , (z) has an
essential singularity at every point of (p). Hence by lqevanlinna-

Kametani’s theoremD, (z) takes any value infinitely many times in
.the neighbourhood of (), except a set of values of capacity zero,
which contradicts the hypothesis, that F consists of only n sheets.
Hence F is non-prolongable, q.e.d.
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